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Cod. Art. :
FHK74B40000

THEOREMA BED, FIXED HEIGHT, CRANK HANDLE MOVEMENTS

STRUCTURE
The mesh plane is made of 180 ° epoxy powder coated steel tubes with rounded corners with wide
perimeter bending radii, complete with nylon pin nozzle hinges and removable grid in electro-
welded and galvanized steel.
The top of the chassis is recessed and supports the movement mechanisms of the net plan, the
attachment of the pedestal panels and headboard and the complete base of 2 seats for the lifting of
the lifting rod and the folding rod.
The support joints for the headboards are painted steel with nylon bushes and clutches for any
accessories, and are also equipped with soft rubber bumpers.
MOVEMENTS
The backrest and the leg are operated by vitoners with reclining cranks, the pedestal from an
automatic rack with six adjustments, the basin section is fixed to prevent the diaphragm crushing in
the maximum tilt position of the sectors.
BASEMENT
The base must be completed by legs in steel round tubes with plastic feet or free / braking wheels.
The height of the bed is 45 cm or 55 cm with wheels of 125 mm diameter.
Head / foot panels
The headboard / paddle pair must be applied to the net plan using the removable support.

- DIMENSIONAL DATA -
Net floor: L 1950 / P 860 mm
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Height with wheels diameter 125 mm: 550 mm
Back section: L 745 / P 860 mm
Seat section: L 242 / P 860 mm
Femoral section: L 342 / P 860 mm
Short leg section: L 620 / P 860 mm
Backrest inclination: 75 °
Femoral inclination: 25 °
Full mesh net without headboard and pedestal: L 2000/860 mm
Full mesh net with headboard and headboard: L 2108 / P 970 mm
Inclined floors with headboard, pedestal and bumper wheels: L 2125 / P 970 mm
Safe workload 250 kg.

CLASSIFICATION
Prog. System attributed to D.M.274484 Classif. CND V0801


